MEMORANDUM FOR DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: New Wireless Contracts for Department of Navy Use

Reference: (a) Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Research, Development and Acquisition) Memorandum dated 07 March 2005

The Department of the Navy (DON) has recently awarded a replacement set of Navy- and Marine Corps-wide Wireless Multiple Award Contracts (MACs). These new MACs were awarded on December 20, 2010 and became effective January 3, 2011.

Information on the new contracts and ordering information can be obtained at: https://www.navy.mil/ourteam/comsftp/prod_serv/contracting/market_mgt2. The web page requires a CAC / PKI certificate for access.

Reference (a) provided the acquisition policy on mobile (cellular) phone and data equipment and services. This policy is still in effect with the award of the new DON contracts.

The new MACs replace the wireless predecessor contracts N00244-05-D-0010 (with AT&T), N00244-05-0011 (Sprint), and N00244-05-D-0012 (Verizon). Wireless users / customers with service provided under the predecessor contracts should be aware that the predecessor contracts will expire as of 31 March 2011. Users with active orders under these predecessor contract(s) must have new task orders issued under the new MAC contracts as of MARCH 31, 2011 to avoid service disruption. As of April 1, all services not transitioned to a new MAC task order will be terminated.

The Fleet and Industrial Supply Center, San Diego points of contact for the wireless contracts are Ms. Tess Heidrich, phone 619-532-2395, email: tess.heidrich@navy.mil; Ms. Tine Thompson, phone 619-532-3197, email: tine.thompson@navy.mil; and Ms. Evelyn Atienza, phone 619-532-2576, e-mail evelyn.atienza@navy.mil.

Elliott B. Branch
Executive Director
DASN (A&LM)
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